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Abstract 

This paper regards the methodological question of how to account for local variations in 
speech rate that are probably caused by structural aspects of the discourse. The present 
study is part of a larger research project on the acoustic determinants of information 
structure in spontaneous and read discourse in Dutch. In order to understand the various 
contributions that play a role in the temporal course of a spoken discourse, we measured 
variation in syllable duration per interpausal speech run. Our speech material consisted 
of a retold story as produced by 4 male and 4 female Dutch speakers. In a pilot approach 
we tried to normalize syllable duration for phonotactic differences, and for lengthening 
caused by stress. Although more sophisticated methods will be applied in the near future, 
our first results indicate that there is a large variability in average syllable duration over 
the various interpausal speech runs for each of the eight speakers. No straightforward 
relation is found between the number of syllables within a run and the average syllable 
duration. After normalization the remaining temporal variations are related to the struc
ture of the discourse: slowing down at the start of a new paragraph and speeding up at 
the end of a paragraph and in personal comments and additions. Apart from studying the 
variations in speech rate we also studied the different strategies that speakers applied in 
their use of pauses. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous experiment within the project on the acoustic determinants of informa
tion structure in spontaneous and read-aloud discourse in Dutch, listeners indicated 
that they had used mainly two cues (viz. speaking rate and intonation) to differentiate 
between spontaneous and read-aloud speech (Van Donze! & Koopmans-van Beinum, 
1995a). The aim of the present experiment is to investigate the role of one of these 
prosodic cues, i.e., the local variability in speaking rate, and to study the relationship 
between the information structure of a spoken discourse on the one hand, and the 
local variations in speaking rate in that discourse on the other hand. 

When listening carefully to somebody telling a story, one of the most striking 
aspects is the fact that there are many irregularities with respect to the fluency of the 
speech: the speaker is alternately speeding up and slowing down his/her speech pro
duction, using pauses and using variations in speech tempo. For the larger part this 
will be the result of plarming the discourse: the time necessary to adeqately formulate 
what has to be told. Other than by adaptations for speaking styles and for situational 

* Parts of this paper were presented at the ICSLP96 Conference in Philadelphia, 3-6 October 1996 (see 
Koopmans-van Beinum & Van Donze!, 1996; Van Donze! & Koopmans-van Beinum, l 996a). 
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circumstances (audience, reverberation, etc.), the speaker may create the possibility to 
plan the discourse and to reorganize this discourse planning, if necessary, by means of 
a specific pausing strategy (Van Donzel & Koopmans-van Beinum, 1996a). 

However, apart from pauses, also a large variability within the speaking rate of 
every speaker is quite obvious. So far, research on speaking rate in Dutch has mainly 
concentrated on overall measures over a whole discourse or over paragraphs (Den Os, 
1988; Koopmans-van Beinum, 1992). In the present study we try to relate local varia
tions in speaking rate to the local structure of the discourse. Thus questions to be 
answered here are: What are the causes of speeding up and slowing down the spea
king rate in a 'spontaneous' discourse? Do speakers in general use the same phonetic 
tools to bring about dynamics in their speaking rate? Is there a relationship between 
local variability in speaking rate and information structure of a discourse? 

With respect to read-aloud discourses Crystal and House ( 1990) studied durational 
characteristics of supraphonic units like syllables, stress groups, and interpausal runs. 
As a unit of analysis they used the duration of interpausal runs expressed in average 
syllable duration (ASD). Their results indicate that "stress characteristics are basic to 
the ASD variability seen in connected speech" (p.107) and "that the variability is not 
random, nor talker idiosyncratic, but is a function of the syllabic and stress characte
ristics of the materials" (p. 108). These results made us decide to use the same unit of 
analysis, i.e., the duration of interpausal runs for our connected speech materials, and 
to also express durational characteristics in average syllable duration (ASD). How
ever, it is quite obvious that speakers 'spontaneously' telling a story may differ in their 
speech durational behaviour from speakers reading a 'prepared' story, as in the case of 
Crystal and House (1990). Using the same tools will give us a possibility to compare 
results. Results from our previous studies suggest that, at least in spontaneous speech, 
those parts or utterances that contain highly important information (as marked by tex
tual analysis and by perceptual judgement), are produced at a slower speaking· -rate 
than parts expressing information that can be considered as being of less importance 
to the listener (Koopmans-van Beinum. 1992; Koopmans-van Bein.um & Pals, 1994). 
Results from the present, more extended study will enable us to determine the 
relationship between the information structure of spoken discourse and the local 
variations in speaking rate in various speaking styles, and to determine whether spea
kers agree in the way they apply speaking rate variations in discourse. In a later stage 
results will be combined with more detailed data on pausing strategies, with data of 
intonation analyses, and with those on perceived prominence. 

When, at present, concentrating on spontaneous speech material, and using inter
pausal runs and average syllable duration (ASD) to express durational characteristics 
we are faced with at least three possibilities with respect to ASD, to be tested here: 

1) ASD has a constant value for each interpausal run per speaker. This would mean 
that ASD is not reflecting variations in speaking rate. 

2) A close negative relationship exists between the ASD over a run and the number of 
syllables in that run. This would mean that discourse planning might happen per 
interpausal run and that within a run speech production may behave like in multi
syllabic words:· long duration for mono- or two-syllabic words and short duration 
for multi-syllabic words (e.g. Nooteboom, 1972). 

3) Speakers display variable ASD-values per run, independently of the number of syl
lables in a run. In that case the variability in speaking rate has to be explained on 
the basis of the phonological structure of the words or by means of the global 
and/or local structure of the discourse. 
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2.METHODS 

2.1. Speakers and speech material 

Since it is our aim in the main project to compare the results from spontaneous speech 
with those from read speech for a number of speakers, it was necessary to collect 
speech material consistent for both speaking styles. For that purpose we asked eight 
speakers of standard Dutch (4 male and 4 female) to read aloud a short story in Dutch 
about a walk in the woods and a meeting with a group of wild boars (Carrniggelt, 
1966). Then the same speakers retold the story in their own words. Next we made 
verbatim transcriptions of these 'spontaneously' retold versions, and then each speaker 
was asked to read aloud the transcribed version of his/her narration ('re-read'). They 
were allowed to prepare themselves carefully and to indicate their own punctuations 
and clause structures. Fig. 1 displays a block scheme of the subsequent recording 
steps and the resulting text and speech materials. 

written: original text transcription of retold version 

spoken: read-aloud retold re-read 

Fig. l. Schematic display of the subsequent recording steps and the resulting text and 
speech materials. 

The various versions were stored as digitized audio files (sample rate 48 kHz, 16-
bit precision). For the time being only the spontaneous texts were analysed for dis
course structure, using an objective method with different markers for different dis
course determinants (Van Donzel & Koopmans-van Beinum, 1995a), indicating the 
information status of the concepts on a global level (the division of the discourse in 
clauses and paragraphs) and on a local level (new, inferrable, evoked, discourse mar
ker). Apart from this, a perceptual evaluation (by 12 listeners) was obtained for the 
spontaneous versions of the texts of all speakers (Van Donzel et al., 1997), in order to 
compare, in a later stage of the project, the perceived discourse structure and the pro
minence judgements with the results of the textual analysis of the discourse. 

2.2. Measurements 

Before explaining the actual measurements, we will first carefully define the terms on 
speaking rate as we used them in this study. 

As said above we chose the interpausal run as our basic unit of analysis. For this 
purpose the notion 'pause' had to be defined in a rather general way. It turned out that 
our speakers used three types of pausing (see for more details on pausing strategies 
section 3.1. and also Van Donzel & Koopmans-van Beinum, l 996a): 
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1) silent pauses, i.e., no speech sounds at all during more than 150 ms; 
2) filled pauses, i.e., a hesitation sound, preceded and/or followed by a silence; 
3) lengthening of certain words, often by means of a connected hesitation sound. 

In the present study the pauses of type 1) and type 2) defined a run. All words con
taining type 3) are considered in a specific way: if the filler could be separated from 
the word it was connected with, then the filler was counted as a type-2 pause, but if 
the filler could not be separated, the whole word was left out of consideration. 

As for definitions on speaking rate (which is the term we used so far only, apart 
from the title), we decided to use the term 'speaking rate' when pauses are included, 
and to use the term 'speech rate' when pauses are not included, so reflecting the actu
ally produced speech (in literature also called 'articulation rate'). 

With respect to the acoustic rate characteristics, we measured 'speaking rate' (pau
ses included) at discourse level (globally over the whole text) and at run level (locally 
for every run including its following pause), and we measured 'speech rate' (pauses 
not included) at interpausal run level, for the 'spontaneous' (=retold) version for each 
speaker (values expressed in seconds). Total pause duration per speaker was also 
measured for each run and for the whole discourse per speaker. Variability in speech 
rate is expressed in average syllable duration (ASD) in ms. Since in a number of 
cases interpausal runs existed of only one syllable, these are left out of the ASD cal
culations. Number of words and number of syllables were counted for the whole dis
course, and number of syllables were counted for each interpausal run, for each of the 
eight speakers. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Global measures 

Table 1 gives an overview of numbers of words and syllables, summed durations of 
speech and of pauses, average duration per syllable (ASD), total speaking duration 
(speech plus pauses), and the ratio between pause and speech durations, all broken 
down per speaker. 

A striking aspect, revealing from Table 1, is the high value for the ratio between 
pause and speech durations. A large proportion, ranging from about a quarter of the 
total discourse duration for speaker 7 to almost half of the discourse duration for 
speaker 6, is used for some kind of pausing. 

Table I .  Overview of number of words and syllables, summed duration of speech and of 
pauses, average duration per syllable (ASD), total duration, and ratio between pause and 
speech durations, broken down per speaker. 

speaker n. of words n. of syll. speech dur. ASD pause total dur. pause 
(sec) (ms) (sec) (sec) ratio 

I 537 709 140 198 84 225 .38 

2 459 620 96 154 74 169 .44 

3 582 805 141 176 61 202 .30 

4 504 677 106 157 62 169 .37 

5 491 590 95 161 45 140 .32 

6 361 472 94 199 83 177 .47 

7 417 571 99 173 32 131 .24 

8 51 I 707 114 161 51 165 .31 
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Table 2. Total absolute number of occurrences and percentages (between brackets) of 
various pausing means, broken down per speaker. The last column gives percentages of 
words followed by a pause, again per speaker. See for more details Van Donze! & 
Koopmans-van Beinum, 1996a. 

Speaker Silence Filled pause Lengthening Total Words 

I 57 (50 %) 23 (20 %) 35 (30 %) 115 (21 %) 

2 60 (71 %) 3 ( 4 %) 21 (25 %) 84 (18 %) 

3 79 (77 %) I ( I%) 23 (22 %) 103 (18 %) 

4 50 (45 %) 4 ( 4 %) 57 (51%) 111 (22 %) 

5 43 (53 %) 2 ( 3 %) 36 (44 %) 81 (17 %) 

6 36 (34 %) 25 (24 %) 45 (42 %) 106 (29 %) 

7 42 (61 %) 3 ( 4 %) 24 (35 %) 69 (17 %) 

8 28 (30 %) 3 ( 3 %) 63 (67 %) 94 (18 %) 

Analysis of pause strategies used by the eight speakers revealed that the speakers 
differed in the use they made of the various means to achieve pausing. Table 2 gives 
the distributions of the number of times and percentages of the speakers using the 
three types of pausing in their discourse. The last column shows percentages of words 
followed by a pause per speaker. Here speakers differ significantly (p�.001); speaker 
6 turns out to make pauses significantly more often than the other speakers do, who 
are much the same in their pausing proportions. The percentages in the other columns 
clearly show differences in pausing strategy between the eight speakers (p�.001). 

The speakers pairwise show up the same pausing strategy. Speakers 1 and 6 both 
use filled pauses extremely often, compared with the other speakers. Lengthening is 
used mostly by speakers 4 and 8, and less by the others. Furthermore, the data show 
that speakers 2 and 3, using most silence pauses, and speakers 5 and 7, using silence 
plus lengthening, behave in a fairly similar way overall. Differences within each pair 
are not significant. 

The very global measure of overall correlation between total number of words and 
number of syllables is high (.96), as could be expected, just as is the case for the over
all correlation between speech duration (pauses excluded) and number of syllables 
(.84). 

3.2. ASD at run level 

Since we are interested mainly in more detailed and local aspects of the average sylla
ble duration (ASD) per run, the data on the ASD-values together with standard devia
tions and range values, and the correlations between speech duration and number of 
syllables within a run per speaker (Table 3), will be more revealing. These data will 
give us more insight into the background of the variability in durational aspects. They 
may answer our questions concerning a probably constant ASD-value, a probably 
negatively correlated one, or a variable one, as explained in the introduction. 

It will be clear from Table 3 that the variability in ASD-values is very large, with 
standard deviations of up to 67 ms. But also the variability in number of syllables per 
run is very large, ranging from 2 to over 40 syllables per run (not displayed in the 
table). Therefore possibility 1) implying that ASD-values remain constant indepen
dently of number of syllables, has to be rejected. Nevertheless, as can be seen in the 
last column of Table 3, the correlation between speech duration and number of sylla
bles per interpausal run is very high for each of the speakers. So we will have to 
account for this variability in ASD-values over the various runs. 
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Table 3. Overview of ASD-values together with standard deviations and range values (in 
ms), and of correlations of speech duration and number of syllables per interpausal run, 
broken down per speaker. 

speaker ASD st. dev. max. min. range correl. 

1 198 67 483 133 350 .94 

2 154 49 404 111 292 .94 

3 176 38 295 121 174 .97 

4 157 32 293 92 201 .95 

5 161 27 234 103 131 .97 

6 199 56 394 121 273 .92 

7 173 33 308 129 179 .96 

8 161 49 425 107 318 .95 

The next option to be tested is our possibility 2) implying that a close negative 
relationship would exist between the number of syllables in a run and the ASD over 
each run. Such a negative correlation could exist if no time-consuming discourse 
planning occurs within a run and therefore a run could behave like a multisyllabic 
word. However, calculation of the correlations between number of syllables and ASD 
over runs per speaker reveals that some runs display a negative relationship between 
ASD-values and number of syllables (possibility 2), but that most runs do not. As can 
be seen in Table 4 correlation values for each of the speakers are rather low (ranging 
from -.27 to -.47). 

So generally speaking, long runs containing many syllables do not display shorter 
ASD-values than runs with only a few syllables (remember that one-syllabic runs 
have been left out of consideration). To illustrate the problem, we displayed for spea
ker 1 the relationship between number of syllables (in ascending order) and the con
current ASD-values the for each run (Fig. 2). From this figure it will be clear that in 
a number of cases indeed a negative relationship exists between ASD-values and 
number of syllables, but that many runs display a different picture, probably caused 
by the specific structure of the discourse at those places. Therefore, further explana
tions will be sought in the structure of the various discourses. 
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Table 4. Correlation values of ASD and number of syllables per interpausal run, broken 
down per speaker. 

sp. l sp. 2 sp. 3 sp. 4 sp. S sp. 6 sp. 7 sp. 8 

- .36 - .47 - .35 - .27 - .42 - .47 - .27 - .39 

3.3. ASD and discourse structure 

The aim of our study is analysing the structure of the discourse and investigating its 
influence on the local variability in speech rate. But before we can do that, it is neces
sary to first establish the impact of the phonological structure of the words on the 
variations in local speech rate, or the impact of the phonological structure of the sylla
bles when syllables are the unit of measurement, as in our case. One possibility to do 
so would be to segment and label the spoken (retold) discourses for all phonological 
details and to process the raw durational observations. However, when neither auto
matic labeling facilities are available, nor enough manpower to manually label the 
speech materials, a good alternative will be to apply statistical methods to weigh the 
speech rate variations caused by phonological structure. 

In order to separate phonological effects from discourse effects, speech rate has to 
be weighed for a number of factors, e.g. (see also Campbell, 1996): 

- syllable length: number of phonemes in the syllable; 
- vowel length: nucleus of the syllable consists of short vowel, long vowel, diph-

thong, or phonological schwa; 
- position of the syllable in a run (or in a tone-group): initial, medial, final, com

plete. 

A number of other factors are directly related to the structure of the discourse, e.g.: 

- pauses: position of the syllable with respect to the next pause; 
- stress marks: pitch movements, lexical word stress, sentence accent (in our pro-

ject indicated as prominence); 
- position of the syllable in a paragraph: in initial, medial, or final clause; 
- information load of the syllable: new or given; 
- syllable consisting of a discourse marker. 

Without trying to be complete in this enumeration, we believe to capture theoreti
cally the main causes of speech rate variability in this way. A future analysis of the 
contribution of these factors by means of singular value decomposition, will hopeful
ly give us insight into the importance of each of the various factors. However, for the 
time being we confined ourselves to a number of pilot investigations. 

3.4. ASD and paragraph structure 

To further study the relationship between global and local discourse structure on the 
one hand and the variability in ASD per run on the other hand, we first attended to 
more global structures of the discourses. For each speaker we investigated whether 
every first run after a paragraph boundary displayed higher ASD-values than the 
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median ASD, assuming that important information comes often at the start of a new 
paragraph (van Donzel & Koopmans-van Beinum, 1996b). 

Results indicate that indeed there is such a tendency: in 60 % of the runs immedia
tely following a paragraph boundary, the ASD-values exceed median values (with a 
range from 40 to 80 % over all speakers). However, we think this tendency is not 
really convincing. Therefore we decided to inspect the quartile with the highest ASD
values and the quartile with the lowest ASD-values per speaker in more detail, in 
relation to local discourse structure characteristics. 

3.5. Highest and lowest ASD-values 

When inspecting the two quartiles with the most extreme ASD-values per speaker, a 
number of striking aspects are met. In the first place runs with a low number of sylla
bles are much more frequent in the first quartile, and runs with a high number of syl
lables are much more frequent in the last quartile, for all eight speakers. However, 
since several runs disprove this tendency, no high correlations can be found. 
Nevertheless the two-, three-, and four-syllabic runs in the first quartile almost all 
consist of an information status that has been marked as new in the discourse analysis 
(Van Donze! & Koopmans-van Beinum, 1995a, 1995b), meaning information that has 
to be put in focus. We expect that these syllables will always be marked as prominent 
in the perception test (that will be worked out at a later stage). Two-, three-, and four
syllabic runs in the last quartile occur rarely. 

Part of the short runs in the first quartile exist of discourse markers, followed by a 
(long) pause. Moreover, since the one-syllabic runs, that have been left out for pro
cessing, almost always exist of discourse markers of long duration followed by a long 
pause, this group in the discourse analysis may be considered as accountable for 
slowing down the speaking rate in a discourse to a great extent. 

Another striking aspect concerning the runs in the first quartile for each of the 
speakers is, that these runs in almost all cases concern the main topic of the story, 
whereas the runs in the last quartile mainly concern expansions. 

3.6. Variability in ASD and phonological structure of the syllables 

As said above, part of the variability in ASD-values will be caused by the phonologi
cal structure of the syllables, whereas another part will be caused by prominence 
attached to words that are important within the discourse. In our reasoning we 
assumed that weighing for vowel duration and for sentence accentuation would leave 
us with variations in ASD-values that might be carried back to the gross structure of 
the discourse. 

In a pilot investigation we therefore applied a preliminary syllable weighing, based 
on results of vowel duration measurements from our earlier studies (Koopmans-van 
Beinum, 1992). From that investigation it turned out that in Dutch the ratio of vowel 
duration for long vowel vs. short vowel vs. lexical schwa is 16: 11:8 in a spontaneous
ly spoken discourse of one trained male speaker. Moreover the differences between 
long and short vowels as found for Dutch were largely comparable with those for 
Swedish (Fant & Kruckenberg, 1996). 

Although we are well aware of the simplifications that we introduce here, we deci
ded to use this ratio to calculate a weighed average syllable duration (WASD). Thus 
the number of syllables of each run was multiplied and augmented with a value deri
ved from the number of: 
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- syllables in the run containing a lexical schwa (weighting factor: 8) 
- syllables in the run containing a short vowel (weighting factor: l 1) 
- syllables in the run containing a long vowel (weighting factor: 16) 

and combined with an extra weighting factor for stress: 

- syllables in the run judged as prominent (weighting factor: 2) 

Of course this last factor, weighing for prominence judgements as obtained in an 
evaluation test by a group of twelve listeners, is directly related to aspects of the dis
course (see for more details on the prominence judgements Van Donze! et al., to 
appear in 1997). Perceiving prominence will mean that the speaker has used some 
acoustic tool to highlight specific parts of the discourse, presumably those parts that 
contain highly important information, and that the listener can make use of this high
lighting for the interpretation of the message. 

As an example of the 'syllable weighing' method mentioned above the following 
interpausal run (run 4, containing 6 syllables) from the discourse of speaker 1 may be 
considered, including 2 schwa, 1 long, and 3 short vowels, and no prominence scores: 

'de hele stad is wit' Id� he:l� stat Is wit I (Eng.: 'the whole city is white) 

= (2 schwa *8) + ( 1  long * 16) + (3 short* 11) + (0 prominence *2) = 65 units 

Since the duration of this run happened to be 109 1 ms, the weighed average syllable 
duration (WASD) of the run results in 109 l : 65 = 10 1 ms. 

In Fig. 3 an example is given of the course of subsequent ASD-values per run in 
the discourse of speaker 1, after preliminary weighing the ASD-values with respect to 
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Fig. 3. Weighed ASD-values per subsequent run in the discourse of speaker l ,  after pre
liminary weighing the syllables for vowel duration and sentence accent (prominence). 
The median WASD-value is indicated by the continuous line. For peak WASD-values 
the lexical content of the runs is indicated, translated from Dutch. 
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the above mentioned aspects. It should be kept in mind that the absolute values of the 
WASD are not essential here and only represent a normalized duration unit. 

To illustrate what variability remains after this non-sophisticated manner of nor
malizing, and especially where in the discourse peak ASD-values still occur, we indi
cated the lexical content of those runs (translated from Dutch) in the picture. As can 
be seen in the figure, peak values occur in short runs (two syllables in Dutch) in six of 
the ten cases, so affirming partly possibility 2) as mentioned in 3.2. regarding a nega
tive relationship between number of syllables in a run and the height of ASD. But 
what is probably more interesting is the relatively large number of cases in which 
peak values co-occur with discourse markers like "and then ... ", most of the time indi
cating the start of a new topic. These results point once more into the direction of a 
relationship between discourse structure and speech rate variability. 

With respect to the lowest weighed ASD-values (W ASD) in Fig. 3 we inspected 
the lexical content of these negative peaks as well, but did not indicate the texts in the 
figure. Here in almost all cases the low values are connected with expansions in the 
form of personal comments of the speaker on the manner of retelling the story (e.g., 
"I don't remember that exactly"), or comments on the whole situation (e.g., "just as 
people can do in such a situation"). These results also seem to indicate a strong 
relationship with the content of the discourse. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The main conclusion of our study must be that accounting for variations in speaking 
rate of what may be considered as 'spontaneous speech', is a very complicated task. 
At this stage in the study we used durational measurements related to only a few 
aspects of discourse structure and we applied only a preliminary weighing for vowel 
duration and sentence accent. Therefore, further acoustic characteristics like intona
tion and a number of other aspects with regard to the structure and the position of the 
syllables, (see also Campbell, 1996) will be included in the project at a later stage and 
may account for another part of the variability in speaking rate. 

It is clear that for each of the speakers a large variability in average syllable dura
tion over the various interpausal speech runs exists, that no straightforward relation
ship is found between average syllable duration and number of syllables in a run. The 
structure of the discourse, when divided in paragraphs, accounts for a small part of 
the variation, but most explanations can be found when studying the runs with the 
most extreme ASD-values separately, in relationship to a hierarchical analysis of the 
discourse in at least new topics on the one hand, and expansions on the other hand. 

In the near future we will first explore the methods of hierarchical discourse analy
sis which normally are used for read discourses, and test whether they can be used in 
a quantitative way for our spontaneously retold stories as well. In that case we will 
have to abandon the notion of the interpausal run as a unit of speech rate analysis. It 
will be attractive to have our units of durational analysis concurrent with the clauses 
of the discourse as used by Van Donze!, including pauses and hesitations, in order to 
be able to combine all sources of analysis. 

Finally we will compare the present results on spontaneous speech with compara
ble measurements on the concurrent re-read versions. Although comparable data on 
the read-aloud speech material are not yet available at this moment, we will undoub
tedly find here a large difference between the two speaking styles. 
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